A continuum model for a swarm of devices is investigated with the devices moving along precessing elliptical Earth-centred orbits. Wave-like patterns in these precessing elliptical rings with peaks in swarm density are found which can be used to provide enhanced coverage for Earth observation and space science. Two orbital models are considered for the purpose of comparison; perturbed by J2 and solar radiation pressure, and perturbed by J2 and J3 respectively, each with a different frozen eccentricity. By removing osculating orbital elements, only the long-period orbit eccentricity and argument of perigee are chosen to derive closed-form solutions to the continuum model for the swarm density. Zero-density lines in the swarm density are found, as well as infinite density at certain boundaries. Comparison between the analytic and numerical number density evolution is made to yield the range of applicable eccentricity based the maximum error tolerance, as well as the minimum number of swarm members required to approximate continuous evolution. Closed-form solutions are then derived to predict the number density of swarm devices for magnetic-tail measurement and Earth observation applications.
I. Introduction
Elliptical orbits are of interest for applications such as Molniya-like orbits and 'magic orbits' [1] , and have been considered for swarm applications for telecommunications and Earth observation services [2] [3] [4] . Moreover, high area-tomass ratio satellites strongly perturbed by solar radiation pressure have also been considered for forced orbit precession of elliptical orbits, again to deliver novel telecommunication and Earth observation services [5] . However, unlike the 
II. Orbital Evolution Models of Precessing Elliptical Rings

A. Precessing Elliptical Orbit Perturbed by J2 and J3
For a precessing elliptical orbit perturbed by the Earth's oblateness, the evolution of the eccentricity e and argument of perigee  are considered to be effected by the J2 and J3 terms of the zonal spherical harmonics. The components of the eccentricity vector (ex, ey) are defined as  cos e e x  and  sin e e y  , shown in Fig.1 . According to perturbation theory [15] , by removing osculating terms, the long-period evolution of the eccentricity vector (ex, ey) can be presented as  cos e e x  ,  sin e e e f y   (1) where e and  are the mean eccentricity and the mean argument of perigee defined by Kozai [15] , and is the frozen eccentricity , Re is the Earth's radius and a is the orbit semi-major axis. According to the classifications of short-period, long-period and secular terms by Kozai [15] , the mean eccentricity e stays invariant and  has a secular perturbation with a linear rate given by (2) where a is the orbit semi-major axis, i is the orbit inclination and Earth is the gravitational parameter of Earth, and the coefficients 0,0, 0,1 and 0,2 can be found in Ref. [16] . Due to the existence of the frozen eccentricity, from Fig. 1 
The evolution of the actual eccentricity e and the actual argument of perigee  are shown in Fig.2 
Fig.2
Evolution of the actual eccentricity and argument of perigee perturbed by J2 and J3: the mean semi-major axis is chosen to be 7178.137km and the mean inclination is 108 0 , so that the frozen eccentricity is 0.001.
cos sin -tan cos sec 2 e e e (8) which can then be solved to obtain the derivative of  as
Combining Eqs. (7) and (9) (11) Both Eqs. (10) and (11) provide the 'velocities' of  and e, i.e., v and ve, which can be used to obtain the characteristic functions of the continuity equation for the swarm density later in Section III.A.
Finally, Eqs. (3) and (4) define the J2 and J3 perturbations and can be considered as the linearized equation of the full dynamics near the frozen eccentricity ef, which is derived in Refs. [16, 17] as ( 1 2 ) where the coefficient 2,2 can be found in Ref. [16] . Thus, the linearized Eqs. (3) and (4) will be used to derive the analytic number density evolution in Section III.B, and the full dynamics from Eq. (12) will be used to implement the individual numerical evolution of swarm members in Section. III.C.
B. Precessing Elliptical Orbit Perturbed by J2 and SRP
Considering the planar evolution of swarm members perturbed by the Earth's oblateness and solar radiation pressure (SRP) with the obliquity of the ecliptic ignored, another family of precessing elliptical orbits can be found, where the full orbital dynamics defined by ex=ecos and ey=esin, are given by the following [18] [19] [20] [21]   (13) where e is the actual eccentricity, Sun n is the angular rate of the Earth around the Sun, and  is the actual pericentre angle between the Sun-Earth line and the pericentre of the elliptical orbit shown in Fig.3 . Compared with Kozai's model [22] including only SRP and without the J2 perturbation, the planar model used in this section includes both the SRP and J2
terms, and has potential applications in orbit design for observations of the geomagnetic-tail. 7-28 is the characteristic acceleration due to SRP, cR is the reflectivity coefficient of the spacecraft, chosen as 1.8 in this paper and A is the effective area exposed to the Sun and m is the mass of the spacecraft that defines the area-to-mass ratio of the spacecraft as A/m. Moreover, Re is again the mean Earth radius, a is the semi-major axis of the elliptic orbit, 3 a Earth    is the mean orbital angular velocity of the orbit.
Eq. (13) governs the evolution of (ex, ey) and are non-integrable, but possess several equilibrium points including the frozen eccentricity (ef, 0). These can be obtained from Eq. (13) and the following algebraic equation as (15) which can be approximated by ignoring higher order terms for small eccentricity, as
By the numerical investigation of the global evolution of the eccentricity vector, Colombo et al. [18] obtained different families of (ex, ey) which are considered to evolve around the equilibrium point (ef, 0), as shown in Fig.4 . Only the scenario with one equilibrium point is considered in this paper, and so the bifurcation case will be considered as future work. 
, and Q is equal to 0 always due to the equilibrium point. Therefore, combining both these two equations from Eq. (18) it can be seen that
Hence, it is easy to solve for ex and ey from the above equation as (20) where e and  are referred as the mean eccentricity and the mean angle related to the pericentre. e stays invariant which can be used to parameterize different families of (ex, ey), and t
with its linear rate given by
Therefore, similar to the precessing elliptical orbit derived by Kozai [15] , the eccentricity vector (ex, ey) evolves as 
Subsequently, the derivative of  can be obtained as
For any family (ex, ey) parameterized by the mean eccentricity e , the mean pericentre angle  can be solved from  
III. Continuum Models of Number Density for Precessing Elliptical Rings
By removing the short-period terms from the orbital elements, a single elliptical orbit with long-term precession is employed for a swarm of remote sensing satellites for Earth observation, or high area-to-mass ratio spacecraft for magnetic tail measurements. Different from classical orbital evolution formulated by an ordinary differential equation (ODE), the evolution of the swarm number density is modelled by a partial differential equation (PDE) as follows.
The short-period wave-like patterns investigated by McInnes and Colombo [2] were driven by a fast variable, i.e., the true anomaly of the unperturbed elliptic orbit, while here the swarm density is described by a slow variable. However, due to the mapping functions 
where N is the total number of swam devices.
Similar to treatments in fluid dynamics as well as the evolution of interplanetary dust [9, 10] , nano-satellite constellations [11] , and heliocentric swarms [14] , the continuum evolution of the swarm number density can be obtained by the follow PDE linking the swarm's density and a single device's velocity vector, as
where n represents the swarm density,  is the gradient operator on the selected variable of the precessing elliptical orbit
and v is velocity vector of a single device parameterized by this variable.
A. Continuity Equation Modelled for J2 and SRP Perturbations
For the J2 and SRP perturbation case, the continuum evolution of the swarm density is written in terms of e and  respectively as
The closed-form solution to Eqs. (32a) and (32b) is derived using the method of characteristics, as used by McInnes [11, 14] , McInnes and Colombo [2] and Letizia et al. [12] . Along the characteristic curves, the partial differential equation degenerates into two ordinary differential equations defined by Murphy [23] such that 11-28 
Therefore, the first characteristic function can be solved from the integration above as Just as in McInnes [14] and McInnes and Colombo [2] , the initial data condition is selected [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] It should be noted that the initial data condition Except for the case presented in Fig.6a , any of the other three cases in Figs. 6 and 7 have two zero-density lines, and also infinite density at the boundaries of variables. An illustration of the physical scenarios using 50 single devices is shown in Fig.8 to demonstrate the evolution of number density from the initial condition Secondly, for a given spacecraft area-to-mass ratio and semi-major axis, the ranges of the variables  and e depend on the value of the mean eccentricity e only, which is classified as [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] Fourthly, for the case f e e  , both the minimum and maximum of  and e will make the denominator functions of ve(e) and v() equal to zero, which means that the density tends to infinity all the times except the specified conditions =2k, k=1,2,3,…, making the density equal to 1. From the physical viewpoint, the swarm of devices are forced by the laws formulated by ve(e) and v() away from the uniform initial distribution; however, the null-velocity states of ve(e)=0
and v()=0 result in a larger density than other states. The same conclusion can be achieved for the density   
. Obviously, the total number of devices is invariant for the case f e e  as well, which is
According to the statements above, the uniform initial data distribution about  for the case 
C. Comparison between Analytic and Numerical Number Density Evolutions
Taking the J2-SRP problem for example, the full dynamics defined by Eqs. (13) a=7178.137km and i=108 0 ; b planar J2-SRP problem: a=11,000km and A/m= 10m 2 /kg. Moreover, different numbers of swarm members can be employed to investigate the relationship between the relative errors and the number of swarm members, shown in Fig.15 . It is interesting to note that a larger number of swarm members may cause less error, but the error will decrease until the employed number is approximately 3600. Thus, for all scenarios used in this paper, the minimum number of swarm members can be set as 3600. However, only 50 devices [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] are used for the purpose of displaying the evolution of the swarm number density in Figs. 8 and 12 , since too many devices will make the figures filled with points and unclear. 
IV. Applications of Continuum Density Models
A. Number of Swarm Devices with Distant Apogees for J2 and SRP Perturbations
The closed-form solution has potential application in predicting the time-dependent number of swarm devices which have apogees further than some critical radius crital a r , for example for the purpose of measuring the deep magnetic tail.
This can be found from i.e., 2) is illustrated in Fig.17 using the same parameters as Fig.10 . It can be seen that the swarm can achieve spatially dense measurements near =90 0 and 270 0 . 
B. Number of Satellites Visible Above the Horizon for the J2 and J3 Perturbations
As another illustration, the closed-form solution for the J2 and J3 perturbations will be used to predict the number of swarm members with apogees less than a critical radius crital a r , for example to obtain the high resolution images, as shown in Fig.18 . The number of devices is then given by Fig.19 , where the mean semi-major axis is chosen to be 7178.137km, the mean inclination is 108 0 so that the frozen eccentricity is 0.001, and the mean eccentricity e is chosen as 0.8, and ec is chosen as 0.4. The swarm can achieve the dense measurements near =180 0 . 
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V. Conclusion
Wave-like patterns have been presented using a continuum approach by deriving closed-form solutions to continuity partial differential equations (PDEs) for the number density of swarm devices. By removing the osculating orbital elements, only the long-period eccentricity and argument of perigee angle in the J2 and solar radiation pressure (SRP)
cases are used to investigate the natural evolution of such wave-like patterns. As a comparison, the transition of the frozen eccentricity in the J2 and SRP perturbation case to the J2 and J3 perturbation case causes the distribution of density to shift 90 0 along the direction of argument of perigee angle, and causes the two distributions to have mirror symmetry about the eccentricity with each other. Zero-density lines in the density distribution are found, as well as infinite density at the boundaries of eccentricity. Comparison between the analytic and numerical number density evolution is made through the relative errors of the analytic results and the numerical results, which can be used to yield the range of applicable eccentricity based the maximum error tolerance, as well as the minimum number of swarm members required to approximate continuous evolution.
Moreover, the closed-form solutions have potential applications in predicting the fraction of high area-to-mass ratio swarm devices which have apogees further than a critical radius for the purpose of measuring the magnetic tail, as well as predicting the number of Earth-observing devices which require an apogees less than some critical radius for imaging.
